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My research interests

• International cooperation
– International climate change institutions (e.g. Paris 

Agreement, UNFCCC) and their effectiveness

– Role of power / leadership on effectiveness

– Wider effects of international climate institutions

• Climate change mobilisation
– Special interest groups, NGOs

– Peru, Ecuador

• Climate change policy attitudes
– Endorsements, information effects

– Thailand, Malaysia



A Bit About You

• Your name
• Your School/discipline/research topic
• Are you engaged in the climate change issue either through your work / 

research or privately?



Climate change is a global challenge



Global climate risk index

Germanwatch: Global Climate Risk Index 2020: p.6   https://germanwatch.org/en/cri

https://germanwatch.org/en/cri


Germanwatch: Global Climate Risk Index 2020: p.9   https://germanwatch.org/en/cri

https://germanwatch.org/en/cri


Climate Change and SDGs

• SDG 13 - Climate Action

• Climate change affects other SDGs

• Trade-offs and synergies

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdgs


A multi-sectoral challenge 

Emissions by greenhouse gas GHG emission by sector

Both: IPCC 2014 https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg3/

• Global climate change is almost certainly man made.

• Almost certainly caused by rising GHG emissions 

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/wg3/


Global climate change: CO2 emissions

http://ipcc.ch/report/graphics/index.php?t=Assessment%20Reports&r=AR5%20-%20Synthesis%20Report&f=Topic%201
IPCC AR5 Synthesis report 

http://ipcc.ch/report/graphics/index.php?t=Assessment%20Reports&r=AR5%20-%20Synthesis%20Report&f=Topic%201


WMO: CO2 concentrations rising

https://public.wmo.int/en/media/press-release/greenhouse-gas-concentrations-atmosphere-reach-yet-another-high



So what is the challenge to be mastered?

• Limit temperature increases to under 2 °C.

• Push for 1.5°C target (Paris Agreement).

IPCC 2018 Summary for Policy Makers – Global Warming of 1.5 Degree Celcius Figure SPM2 
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/summary-for-policy-makers/ (accessed 12/1/19)

https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/summary-for-policy-makers/


Global, national, local

• Global challenge that needs to be addressed 
at

– Global level 

– National or regional level

– Individual level

• Question:

From your (discipline’s) point of view, what 
are the main challenges and what 
solutions are being suggested?



From a politics perspective
• Challenge at global level

– Climate change is a collective action problem – free –riders
– Enforcement problems, lack of trust
– Fairness (differentiated responsibilities; historical, current, 

future or per capita emissions)

• National level
– Time inconsistency problem
– Special interest groups
– Mobilisation
– ‘Losers’ of climate change policy

• Individual level
– Collective action problem
– Personal and psychological factors
– Structural factors  (e.g. climate averse infrastructure)



The Good News - Cheapest Technology 
for energy production (NZZ / BNEF)

Country 2014 2019

China Coal Wind

USA Gas Wind

India Coal Solar

Russia Gas Gas

Japan Coal Coal

Germany Wind Wind

Saudi Arabia Gas Solar

Canada Gas Wind

Brazil Gas Wind

South Africa Coal Solar

Mexico Gas Wind

Indonesia Coal Coal

Thailand Coal Coal



• Climate change is a global challenge

• Climate change is a multi-sectoral challenge

• Climate change is a multidisciplinary and 
interdisciplinary challenge

• Climate change is a societal challenge

• Climate change is an economic challenge

• Climate change is an individual challenge



Discussion

• Which solutions do you support and why?

• Who should take action?

• Market solutions (carbon tax, cap and trade)?

• Do you know if your carbon footprint is 
decreasing?


